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Abstract: In the case of a non-commutative algebra, the epsilon algorithm is deduced from the Pad6 approximants at 
t =l, and from the use of the cross rule; their algebraic properties are a consequence of those verified by the Pad& 
approximants. The computation of the coefficients is particularly studied. It is shown, that it does not exist any 
non-invertible needed elements if and only if the Hankel matrices M,(A’.S,,) = (A’S,,+,+,)f:,!=,, for I = 1, 2 and 3, have 
an inverse. Some results of convergence and convergence acceleration are also given. 
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1. Introduction 
The epsilon algorithm discovered by Wynn has been studied extensively by himself and many 
authors as Brezinski. This paper takes place after those of Wynn [ll-131 and the book of 
Brezinski [l], our assumptions being more general than those of our predecessors. 
The epsilon algorithm is deduced from the formal orthogonal polynomials and the Pade 
approximants in a non-commutative algebra, which have been studied by the author in two more 
detailed internal reports of the University of Lille [5,6]. In this paper we are interested by the 
computation of the epsilon algorithm without meeting non definite coefficients and non 
invertible needed elements, and by some properties of convergence and convergence acceleration. 
Let .E@ be a non-commutative Banach algebra with a unity element I on an infinite 
commutative field. 
Let f be a formal power series: 
f(t) = E tit;, c; E.GX?, t E K. 
,=o 
Some recalls are first given about the Pad& approximants. _A left Pade approximant of f, 
denoted by [n + k - l/k],_is the product of the polynomial Z,$‘) of degree n + k - 1 and the 
inverse of the polynomial Pi”) of degree k such that: 
Fin’(O) = I and Zi”)( t)( Ficn)( t))-’ = [n + k - l/k] f(t), 
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and 
f(t)-[~~+k-l/k]~(t)=O(t”+~~) 
at least. 
Left and right Pad& approximants are identical. (See [3].) 
The existence and the uniqueness of [n + k - l/klf depend on the Hankel matrix: 
(%+;+,),“=;1, 
denoted by Ml”). 
Theorem 1 [3]. If Mk (n) has an inverse, then [n + k - l/klf exists and is unique. 
In the sequel, MA”) is assumed to have an inverse for any k belonging to N and any n 
belonging to 2 such that n 2 k + 1. In this case all the Pad& approximants [n + k - l/k],Vk E N 
and Vn E Z such that n > k + 1 exist and are unique. They are displayed in a two-dimensional 
array called the Pad& table as follows: 
[o/o1 k-v11 w-4 * * . 
D/o1 Ml WI *. . 
P/o1 WI w4 . * * 
In the Pad6 table the cross rule, first proved by Wynn [12] in the commutative case, is verified. 
This relation is given for the following Pad6 approximants, also denoted by N, E, S, W and 
C. 
[n + k - l/k] = N 
[n + k/k - 1] = W [n + k/k] = C [n + k/k + 1] = E 
[n + k + l/k] = S 
Theorem 2 [3]. 
(N-C)-l+(S-C)pl=(E-C)-l+(W-C)-’ (1) 
2. The epsilon algorithm 
The quantities ~2) can be defined from the Pad& approximant [n + k/klf( t) for t fixed: 
CC)= [n + k/k],(t) (2) 
The cross rule verified by the Pa& approximants permits to give the rules of the epsilon 
algorithm between the quantities czk cn) Vk E IV and n E Z such that n > k + 1: 
(6 2-1) - Q-i + ( EIk 
(n+i) _ Q-1 = (+:’ - E&))-i + ( C(2nk+:) - Q) -1 (3) 
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with the initializations: 
cb”‘= [n/o],(t)=s,= &,t’, 
i=O 
cp;= cc , V’~EN and &k-1)=0, Vk~fYl. 
The knowledge of these two first columns and first row is sufficient to compute all the Pad6 
table. The first column and the two first rows also can be used to compute this table. 
The second row contains the Pad6 approximants [O/klf. 
Let h be the formal power series: 
h(t) = E a,t’ 
i=O 
such that: 
f(t)h(t) =h(t)f(t) =I. 
The theory of formal power series shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for h to 
exist is that c0 has an inverse, which is realized here ( c0 = M$“). 
A property of the Pad& approximation will be used; it has been proved in the non-commuta- 
tive case in [3]. It is the following: 
bu~l,w~lh=~ (4) 
Thus 
-1 
[O/k] f= ([k/O] h)~’ = 
i 1 
~ CYit’ , V’kEN. 
r=O 
The intermediate quantities E, (“), for j odd, are introduced thanks to four new relations: 
(Qk (n-1) - e(;lk) )-‘=tink)_r-C&;:), (,~:‘--~))-l=El;)_l-(~~), (5) 
and the first relation written for n = n + 1 and the second relation written for n = n - 1 and 
k=k+l. 
If all the inverses in (1) are replaced by their new expressions from (4), the cross rule is well 
verified. 
From the relations (5) the quantities EP) Vk E N can be defined by: 
p1 = @+lu + (‘p+l) - Q) -l 1 
with the initializations (two from a group and the third from the last group): 
Group I: 
Et) = s, = i c,ti, e’“j=o V’nEfi! 
r=O 
Group 2: 
E$ik) = ( UJ1 = E$;~-‘)= 0 Vk E N 
(6) 
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Group 1 can be replaced by Group 1’: 
Group I I: 
E(nl) = 0, d/d= cc V’nEN. 
All the quantities cP) will be displayed in a two-dimensional array called the c-table as 
follows: 
The cross rule is also satisfied by the quantities E] (‘) for j odd. Indeed the relation 
i 
Cm) _ <p;;’ - 
I c 
(m+l) - q = q=u - <cm) 
I t 
-1 
i ( 
+ Ey+;) - E(m) 
I 
-l 
‘2j+2 
c2 
J 2/+1 J 2J+1 
can be obtained from the difference of (5) written for n = m and k = 2 j + 1 and (5) written for 
n = m - 1 and k = 2 j + 1. To get the cross rule the two quantities in the left hand side member 
must be replaced by those given in (4). 
The relation (5) could be used with the initializations: 
,?,)=O and E~~)=(AS,)-‘=(S,+~-S~)-~ VnEN. 
Remark 3. If the Pad6 approximants of the inverse series h are computed, then the cross rule is 
also satisfied by these approximants. If they are replaced in this relation by the Pad& approxi- 
mants of f thanks to (4), we obtain: 
(N-1 _ c-l)_1 + (s-1 _ c-l)-’ = (w-1 _ p-1 + (E-1 _ c-l)-’ 
with the initializations: 
w- ll,(d = 00, H/Plf(d =o> bum(~) = i CL 
1=0 
-1 
and [O/p],(t) = Vp and qEN. 
Therefore the quantities (c~‘J)+,)-’ are equal to the $3) obtained by applying the c-algorithm to 
the sequence { AS,, } . 
3. Properties of the epsilon-algorithm 
If the c-algorithm is applied to a sequence { S,, } of elements of -QI, a formal power series can 
be associated to it by: 
f(t) = E c,t’ 
r=O 
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with 
i 
co = So, 
cI=AS,~,=S,-S;p,, V’~EN, i&l. 
(7) 
The nth partial sum of the series is equal to S,, for t = 1, and lim, +,S, = S. Then, if P,‘“+‘)(l) is 
invertible: 
c$$) zz Zin+r)(l)( Pj”+“(L))-t 
where: 
I 
Picn+l,(t) = tkpi(n+l)(t-‘), 
Z~n+l,(t) = tn+kZin+U(t+) 
Pen+‘) is a manic polynomial. k 
New Hankel matrices are defined by: 
MA(A’Sn) = (A!S,,+,+,]I~~.~o, 1E N and 12 1 
where 
(8) 
(9) 
By convention: A’S_ 1 = A’- ‘So. 
The left Pad6 approximants of a new formal power series, whose the coefficients are: 
c2,0 = AS, and cl,; = A2S,_, V’i E N such that i 3 1, can be given; they are equal to: 
2’~+“(t)(F&+lyt))-1. 2.k 
From Remark 3 it is obvious that: 
Theorem 4. If Z$‘jk+l)(l) is invertible, then: 
(n) 
‘2k+l - 2.k - P(“+r)(l)( z$;k++‘)(l))-‘. (10) 
Our problem is to study when the computation of EP!~ is possible (i.e. when cP+~) - ~2”’ is 
invertible). 
Theorem 5. il4Jn + I) and P,‘“+“(l) are invertible if and onfy ifMk(A2S,,) is invertible. 
Proof. Let A be the matrix: 
i 
I u 
@n+k+U J4p+3 
where U is a row vector with k components equal to I and Vln-k+l) is a vector whose 
components are equal to c,+~ + i, Vi E N such that 0 < i < k - 1. 
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The matrix A is invertible if and only if Mk(A2Sn) is invertible. Indeed, if A is multiplied on 
the right by the (k + 1) X (k + 1) invertible matrix 
‘I -I 
\ 
\ 
-I 
I 
we obtain: 
i 
I 
VJn-k+‘) k$LS,) . 
1 
The polynomial Pi”+i)( X) being written: 
2 hk-r,kXT 
i=o 
with A,, = I, A is multiplied on the right by the (k + 1) x (k + 1) invertible matrix 
where Ak is a vector of components equal to hk_; k V’i E N, 0 < i < k - 1. &Je obtain the matrix 
1 Pp+“(l) u 0 &q+u I 
and the theorem holds. 0 
The following result can be deduced immediately from Theorem 7. 
Theorem 6. Mk( A2S,) and P2.k (“+i)(l) are invertible ij and on4 if Mk( A’S,) is invertible. 
Now, cyk) can be expressed as a function Of the Coefficients Xk_,,k. 
The polynomial Pi”+l) is orthogonal with respect to a left linear functional c(“+l) whose 
moments are given by: 
c(‘+*)(Xx’) = c,+,+,X ViG N, 
where X EL&’ (see [2] and [3]). Thus: 
&n+i) p(“+l)(x)(l _ x)-‘) = C(n+l)[xip~~+l)(X)(l -x)-‘) 
c k 
vi E N 
such that 0 < i 6 k. 
From the expression of the error of Pad& approximation (see [3]), the following relation holds: 
S _ epk) = C(n+i) xiPjn+i) 
( 
(x)(1-x)-‘)(Pj”+‘)(l))-’ ViEN,O<i<k. (11) 
Therefore 
s - &) = i (s - s,,+i+,)&-,,k 
I=0 
(12) 
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The system of orthogonality verified by the coefficients of Pi(n+l) gives: 
iAS x ,,+,+[ ,,_,,k=O Vj~kl suchthatO<j<k-1. 
I=0 
Thus 
kL,,,h,,,k=e QjEN such that 0 <j G k, 
I=0 
where e is a non zero arbitrary constant. 
From (12) the following relation can be deduced: 
-1 
, 
if Pi’“+‘)(l) = E~=OXk_,,k is invertible. 
03) 
04 
Remark 7. From (8) and (14) it is obvious that e = Z,$nii)( 1). 
Therefore we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. If Mk(“+l) and Pi” + ‘I( 1) are invertible, then the three following properties are 
equivalent . 
(i) Z$“+“(l) is invertible. 
(ii) c(2nkJ is invertible. 
(iii) Mk + 1 (S,) is invertible. 
Proof. (i) e (ii) obvious by (14). 
(i) * (iii) Mk+,(Sn) . IS multiplied on the right by the invertible matrix 
and on the left by the invertible matrix: 
i I \ 
-I . . 
I 
\ -I) 
by using (12) we obtain: 
i 
% ‘*’ ‘%+,+I e 
&fk(n+u 0 
and the result holds. q 
In the same way the following theorem will be obtained: 
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Theorem 9. If Mk ( A2S, ) and P$(+l) 1) are invertible, then the three following properties are , ( 
equivalent : 
(f) Z{y<1)(l) is invertible. 
(;.;; (;t+;J& 
k+l 
p ,iyertible. 
n IS mvertible. 
Let Qp) be the polynomial associated to Pi”) with respect to the left linear functional c(“): 
Qp)(t)=c(fl)((Pi’)(x)-P,‘“‘(t))(x-t)-l). 
Qp’ verifies the same recurrence relation as Pi”) (see [2]): 
Pj$(x) = Py’(x)(Ix + I?:‘:‘,) + Pi”-‘l(x)C&$ (15) 
Vk E N, with the initializations Pl_“,’ = 0 and Pd”) = I. For Q h”) the initializations are Q!!‘,) = I 
and Qg) = 0 with Cj’) = c, an invertible arbitrary constant. C,$?r is invertible. 
The transformed polynomial Qp’ is defined by: 
OF’(t) = t “-‘QC/‘( t-1) 
Then, by using (15), we have: 
Property 10. If M, (n) is invertible, Vi E N such that 1 d i < k + 1, then: 
&y t)( P/y t))-’ - Qgl( t)( &y( t))_’ 
where n,“, ,u, = u,uz . . . uk in this order. 
Now, three relations extracted from [2] and [3] will be used: 
[n-l+k/k]-[n+k/k+l] =W-S 
= ty&@(t)(Fy(t))-I - ~~~,(t)(~~:),(t))_l): 
(s-W)(~~r::(t)-~~):;l)(t)j=(C-S)~~):;’)(t): 
where: 
C-S=[n-l+k/k+l] -[n+k/k+l], 
and : 
Pi:‘l(x) = Pi:;“(x) - PA”)(x)ep+;‘), 
where ep+;l) is invertible. 
Then, by using (16) the two following new relations are deduced: 
=(-1) k+'p+2k+l c, 
i 
fJ (ii’~)(t))-‘~~~r(t)c~~~~(~~~)‘(t))-’ 
XP~“)(t)e:“;l’)(Pj~;‘)(t))-‘. 
(18) 
(19) 
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Property 11. If AI,‘“) 1s invertible, Vi E N such that 1 < i < k + 1 and if Mk(:i’) is invertible, then 
C - S is invertible if and or+ if M,““” is invertible. 
Proof. All the quantities are invertible from the assumptions, except el”,-,“, which is invertible if 
and only if Mi:;l) is invertible (see [2, Theorem 1.16.2 ii]). q 
If t is taken equal to 1 and if k is replaced by k - 1, then (18) becomes: 
(20) 
In the same way we obtain: 
(E:;;:))-’ - (&;:‘)-‘= ( -l)k A2S,_, fi (p,‘;‘(l))-‘p2’.:“l(l)~~~~l 
i i=l I 
X(P:,~)(l))-lP:,~)_l(l)eZl’~l)( P$,l-l)(l))-l, (21) 
where C’i,y! I and epk- ‘) 
satisfied by P$,J). ’ 
are the coefficients of the relations similar to (15) and (17) which are 
Now the c-algorithm is as follows. The initializations are: 
~(/1)=0 and c(i)= 
0 s,, VjEN. 
Computation of Q) 
(J) = 
Cl b 
g+l, _ caJ’)-’ = (As;)-’ 
(22) 
From the Property 11 and relation (20), E~J+‘) - c$J’ is invertible if and only if M{i+‘) is 
invertible, that is to say if and only if AS, is invertible, which is in accordance with (22). 
Computation of c$j) 
+‘= 6g+‘) + (E;J+‘) _ c;J))-l. 
From (21), if cjJ+l) and cjJ) are invertible, then eii+l) - ejJ) 
is invertible. 
IS invertible if and only if M,(A*S,) 
Mo(A2Tj) = I et P&+‘)(l) = I, th us, from Theorem 9, (~j’))-’ is invertible if and only if 
M, (AS,) IS invertible. 
Therefore ~(21) can be computed if and only if Ml(ASJ), M,(AS,+,) and M,(A*S,) are 
invertible. 
Now, all the quantities cjJ) 
means: Vj E N, M,(i+‘) 
are assumed to be known up to the column 2k - 1, Vj E N. That 
is invertible for any i belonging to N such that 1 < i 6 k and M,( A’S,) is 
invertible for any i belonging to N such that 1 < i 6 k - 1. At last, P2(.<+‘)(1) must be invertible 
at each step of computation of c$!) and thus M,(A3Sj) is invertible Vi E N such that 1 < i < k - 2 
and VjE N. 
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Computation of e(ikl 
MiJ+‘), that is to say Mk( AS,), being invertible, Pk (j+‘)(l) is invertible if and only if Mk( A”S’) 
is invertible. If ~$~~k’_71’ and ~$2~~ are invertible, then, from (21) ~(lik+_ll) - ~i2-r is invertible if and 
only if Mk(A2SJ), P$jkt-‘1)(1) and Pi,$?2i(l) are invertible. 
P,‘i,+_‘)(l) is Invertible if and only if Mk_r(A3SJ) is invertible (see Theorem 6), and (~$‘k+_rl))-t is 
invertible if and only if Mk(ASJ) is invertible (see Theorem 9), which is realized. 
Therefore the computation of ~:ik) is possible if and only if the following new additional 
assumptions are given: Mk(A2S’), Mk_l(A3Sj), and Mk_l(A3SJ+1) are invertible. 
Computation of ~$2 + , 
$2 _ <(iik+l) is invertible if and only if Mk+ r( AS,), PiJ+l)(l) and Pij’2)(1) are invertible, 
according to (20) and Property 11. But the last two quantities are invertible if and only if 
Mk( A’s,) and Mk( A’S,+, ) are invertible, according to Theorem 5, which is realized for c$‘J and 
~:ik+‘) have been computed. 
Therefore the computation of c$$!+ 1 is possible if and only if the new additional assumption is 
verified: Mk+ r( AS,) invertible. 
Conclusion 
The c-algorithm can be implemented without problem (that with all the needed elements 
invertible) if and only if all the matrices M,(AS,), M,(A*S’), and Mj(A3Sj) are invertible. 
Remark 12. (i) If we only want to compute ~pk), it is necessary and sufficient to have M,( AS,,,) 
invertible Vi and j E N such that 1 < i G k - [t( j + l)] ([ .] denotes the integer part), M,(A*S,,+,) 
invertible Vi and j E N such that 1 < i < k - [s] and M,(A3S,+,) invertible Vi and j E lW such 
that 1~ i 6 k - 1 - [G]. 
(ii) If we only want to compute &)+r, it is necessary and sufficient to have M,(AS,+,) 
invertible Ifi and j E lW such that 1 G i < k + 1 - [f ( j + l))], M, (A”&+;) invertible Vi and 
j E lW such that 1 < i < k - [&‘I, and M,( A’s,+,, invertible Vi and j E N such that if j = 0, 
1 < i < k - 1 and if j > 0, 1 < i < k - 1 - [f( j - l)]. 
4. Convergence and convergence acceleration 
Some results of convergence are given for Padt approximants in a non-commutative algebra 
(see [6] for the proofs); they use theorems proved by Field [9] and Negoescu [lo] for the 
convergence of some non-commutative continued fractions. 
Theorem 13. If, V’x E K such that 1 x 1 6 p: 
11 B,x )I < y < 1, Vi E N such that i >, 1 
and 
IIC,jI <(1-y)‘/4p2(1+y)‘-2 ViEN, i>,2 
where B, and C, are the coefficients in (17), then [k - l/k], converges uniformly to f when k tends 
to infinity. 
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Theorem 14. Let n be a fixed integer belonging to Z. If, tit E K such that 1 t I d p, one of the two 
following assumptions i verified: 
(i) Ifn E N, 11 B,(“)t 11 < y < 1, Vi E N such that i > 1 and 
IIcp)II < 0 -y)’ 
4p2(1 + y)‘_’ 
ViEN, i>,2. 
(ii) If n < 0, )I 6(x) 11 < 7 < 1, 1) Bl”,)+lt I( < y < 1, Vi E N such that i > 2, 
IIci_n,)+z[[ G (1 - Y)O - Y)/4P2? 
and 
((C?i+iII < (1 - y)j-‘(1 - 7)/4p2(l + y)‘-‘(1 + 7) Vi E N, i >, 3 
where k(x) = j’i”,)+l(x) - I. 
Then [n + k - l/klf converges uniformly to f when k tends to infinity. 
By using (2) for t = 1, the two preceeding results can be easily transformed to give the 
convergence of ~1, ‘) and ~p~-r). 
Theorem 15. M, is assumed to be invertible, Vi E N. If I( Bi I( 6 y < 1, Vi E N such that i > 1, and 
IIC,II <(1-~)‘/4(1+y)‘-~ ViEN, i>,2, 
then e$k’) converges to S when k tends to infinity. 
Theorem 16. Let n be a fixed integer belonging to Z. M, (n) is assumed to be invertible, ‘di E N such 
thati+nal. 
If one of the two following assumptions i verified: 
(i) If n E N and if )( B!“’ 1) < y < 1, Vi E N such that i > 1, and 
IIC,(n)I[ d (1 - y)‘/4(1 + y)le2 Vi E IV, i > 2, 
(ii) If n < 0 and if II k(l) [I < 7 < 1, (1 BP:+, (( < y < 1, Vi E N such that i > 2, 
IIc~;+,II 6 +(l - y)(l - y) and 
1 (1 - y)‘-‘(1 - v) I(cZ+JI 6 - 4 (1 +y)‘-3(1 +v) 
Vi E N such that i >, 3, then ek-l) converges to S when k tends to infinity. 
All the preceding results require to verify some estimations of the recurrence relation 
coefficients, and in that case we generally have no information on the S,‘s of the sequence. 
Let us now generalize the Theorem 85 of [l] which applies to the matrix c-algorithm. This 
property gives a result of convergence and convergence acceleration for a sequence for which 
some properties of the S,‘s are known: 
Theorem 17. Let { S, } be a sequence of elements of ._& such that: 
s n+t -s=@+&J(s,-S) 
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where A and E,, are elements of &’ such that: 
IIAll ~1 and Ji%E,,=O. 
S, - S is assumed to be invertible Vn > N’. 
If the r-algorithm is applied to the sequence {S,, } then 
lim ~(;1) = S 
n+cc 
and 
lim ( cF’ - S)( S,,, - S)-’ = 0. (23) n*oo 
Proof. The proof is approximately the same as in [l]. First it is easy to see that, if 11 A 1) < 1, then 
lim S, = S. 
tl’M 
Like in [l] we can write: 
6’;’ = sn+r - AS,(A’S,)-’ AS,,, 
if A2S, is invertible. 
But AS,, = (A - I + E,)( S, - S) and A’S,, = ((A - I)2 + E,‘)( S, - S) with: 
E,‘= E,,lA + AE, - 2E, + E,+,E,. 
Thus 
lim E,’ = 0, 
n-30 
and A2S,, is invertible, for Vp < 1, jN,, such that for n > N1 we have 
(((A-I)-‘E;(A-I)-l/l Q 1I(A-I)-*(I’IIE~Il~p<l. 
Moreover, 
x (I+ (A - I)-‘En+& + E,)(S, - S>, 
and that relation shows that 
lim 6’;) = S. 
n-co 
On another hand the expression between the square brackets of (24) can be written: 
(A - I)-‘E;(A -I)-’ E (-l)‘[(A - I)-‘E;(A -I)-‘)’ 
I=0 
-E,(A-I)-’ 2 (-l)‘j(A-I)-‘E;(A-I)-‘)‘(I+(A-I)-’E,,,). 
I=0 
The modulus of each C is less than or equal to: 
L/(1 - P> 
(24) 
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The quantities E,’ and E,, before the C’s prove that the modulus of the whole quantity tends to 
0. 
Therefore (23) holds by using (24). 0 
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